Lined Gloves
Buy in Packs of 6

$9.25ea
Buy in Packs of 12

$8.46ea
$9.95ea

94003ICAL

$0.70ea

Heavy Duty Nitrile
Coating
100% Cotton Interlock
Shell Slip-on Style
safety cuff

Wind resistance barrier
Hook & loop closure
Ripstop nylon

Full-grain cowhide leather
Drivers style
Slip-on cuff with shirred
elastic wrist
Unlined
Made for a women’s hand

9590XL

1651S

$23.92ea
Hand Job

C40 3M™
Thinsulate™
M, XL, XXL

1651M

$11.68ea

$4.64

N660T

Fleece Lined Cold Weather

Man Handlers

Warm Sherpa lining
Split deerskin leather
Snug-fitting shirred
elastic wrist
Extended cuff

$11.12ea
Tough as Nails

602 –L

Crazy Horse

9590L

4019HVL
4019HVXL

Poly/cotton
seamless knit
Snug-fitting wrist

$5.81ea

9590M

3M Thinsulate™
C40 lining
Fully coated
nitrile/PVC blend
Double-dipped
resin finish
Slip-on style safety cuff

Glove Liners

Cotton drill back
Full leather index finger
Hooded fingertips and leather
knuckle bar
“Be safe, be seen” with
reflective safety cuff
Heavy Duty Pile Lining
018-2831-PL-RFX

Flash Back
Premium buffalo leather
Cotton drill back
Full leather index finger
Hooded fingertips and leather
knuckle bar
“Be safe, be seen” with
reflective safety cuff
Snug-fitting shirred elastic wrist

$11.12

9WB67 –O/S

HI-VIS Gloves

Pigs in a Blanket

MCWWR009,011,012

North of 49 Mitts

$31.99

North of 49 Gloves

Foam lining
Split cowhide leather
Cotton drill back
Shirred elastic wrist
Slip-on style safety cuff

5827

$7.92
Winter Whammy
Foam lining
Durable split-grain cowhide leather
Cotton drill back
Full leather index finger
Hooded fingertips
Pulse protector and knuckle bar
Shirred elastic wrist
Slip-on style safety cuff

91426

$6.80

3M Thinsulate™ C150 lining
Water-resistant Hy+Dry barrier
Durable nylon back
Dryhide™ water-resistant premium sheepskin leather palm and hooded fingers
Secure Velcro® cinch wrist strap
Extended gauntlet style cuff with drawstring closure
Available in two colours: black and brown
9503

9503BR

Medium Large XLarge

$31.92ea

9502

9502BR

Medium Large XLarge

Blue Northern

Sno Job Mitts and Gloves

Winter gloves with heavy
sherpa lining and leather/
cotton construction. Feature a
shirred elastic wrist and a
slip-on style safety cuff.

$9.52

5356

Foamtastic
Foam lining
Double-dipped PVC coating
Treated with Actifresh® coating
“Be safe, be seen” with
hi-vis safety orange
12″ gauntlet style cuff

$11.12ea

9341

Fired Up
Winter Lined High Viz
HPT coating repels liquid for
a firm wet/dry grip
Two layer insulated liner for
superior warmth and flexibility

3M Thinsulate™ C150 lining
Taslon back and palm
Microfibre palm patches with D30 foam,
Hy+Dry barrier
PVC mitt cap and thumb saddle
D30 foam knuckle bar
Snug-fitting shirred elastic wrist
with Velcro® closure
Extended gauntlet style cuff with
drawstring closure
L, XL
9499

$38.32

3M Thinsulate™ C150 lining
Taslon back and palm, microfibre palm patches
with D30 foam Hy+Dry barrier
PVC hooded fingertips and thumb saddle
D30 foam knuckle bar
Snug-fitting shirred elastic wrist with
Velcro® closure
Extended gauntlet style cuff with
drawstring closure
L, XL
9500

$38.32
Scape Goat

Thermal Dip
Cold Weather Glove

3M Thinsulate™ C100 lining
Full-grain goatskin leather
Drivers style with keystone
thumb
Snug-fitting shirred elastic wrist
with slip-on style cuff

Speed Knit
Cold protection glove
Sliding cuff
Thinsulate lining

M, L, XXL
9295

$10.40

Stealth Cold War

MCWKD500 S/M
MCWKD540 L/XL

$9.00ea

Winter Impact

L, XL
9545

$12.00

Arctic Impact

Heavy napped thermal interior
Two layer seamless knit shell
NFN (New Foam Nitrile) 3/4
dipped coating Treated with
Actifresh®
“Be safe, be seen” with
hi-vis yellow
Snug-fitting knit wrist
M, L, XL, XXL
9392

$9.20

Stealth Stingray
Thermal lining
Hard-wearing double-dipped
sandy foam nitrile coating
Treated with Actifresh® coating
“Be safe, be seen” with 13gg
hi-vis safety yellow
polyester seamless knit
Water resistant Hy+Dry barrier
Snug-fitting knit wrist
L, XL, XXL
9403

$9.52

All specials and promotions may be limited to stock on hand.

Extended gauntlet cuffs protect your wrist
against the elements
EVA foam knuckle padding absorbs impact and
safeguards your hands from abrasion
C40 3M® Thinsulate™
Water resistant polyester construction
protects against the elements
Armortex® grip delivers gripping power in
rain, sleet and snow
Machine washable
MCWWI009
MCWWI010
ea
MCWWI011

$38.99

10/19/19 - 12/31/19

Heavy-duty, polyester water-repellent outer shell
Gauntlet-style cuffs work over or under jacket
3M® Thinsulate™ insulation helps keep warm air
in and regulate body temperature
EVA foam protects back of hand from impact
Thermoplastic Rubber (TPR) fingertip protection
Armortex® material on index and thumb provides
durable gripping power
Waterproof lining insert
Machine washable
MCWAI009
MCWAI011

$50.99ea

Applicable Sales Tax Not Included in Prices

